How to browse economic theses in English

You can search names and titles in the library database, rex, but you can only browse economic theses in DISKURS
Find online theses in Diskurs
1. Choose 'Avanceret søgning'

2. Open 'Organisation' and type 'økonomisk institut'

3. Open 'Indhold og detaljer' and type 'eng'

4. Press 'Start søgning'
You can browse a large number of theses in English.

Press the title to read the abstract.

Or go to 'Filer' to see the full text.
The thesis concludes by synthesising the arguments, discussions and analysis or the three parts into two key ideas or issues for further discussion:

- The possibility of bridging the efforts made under the green growth and degrowth paradigms, by pointing to combinations of how eco-innovation and frugal innovation may work in synergy.

Relevant to the evaluation of climate effects.
Search in rex for theses

- Narrow your search to 'Theses' in the drop down menu
- Refine by language
- Online theses will link to DISKURS
- Refine by 'Dept. of Economics' - this works only for paper copies of theses